Na primeira metade do século XX observa-se no Brasil uma proliferação de canções que retratam o imaginário da época. As canções que compõem a MPB (Música Popular Brasileira), nome dado ao conjunto de sambas, chorinhos e marchas carnavalescas daquela época privilegiam três temas: trabalho, mulher e dinheiro. O trabalho é rejeitado, exaltando-se a malandragem. of either encouraging men to accomplish deeds on the streets because they are loved at home, or immobilizing them by betrayal. Money is worth less than love, but it is nonetheless a necessary good. Since it is difficult to earn enough from work, there is, at once, an increasing awareness of the importance of money and the proposal of magical solutions for minimizing its scarcity.
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Samba and the telephone
As with other music genres, there is controversy over the first recorded song formally defined as samba. Generally, this is attributed to the famous song Pelo Telefone, which was registered in Brazil's National Library as belonging to this music genre by Donga and Mauro de Almeida in 1916.1 In one of its versions (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cyq81SD--YA), the song talks about a message delivered by telephone by Rio de Janeiro's chief of police, ordering police marshals to put an end to gambling in the city's downtown clubs. In its "popular" version, the first verses make a satire of the fact that, in Largo Carioca, right in the center of the city, people were playing roulette without the police doing anything about it (Sodré 1979: 54) :
The chief of police By telephone Sent out news That in the Carioca There is roulette For playing
Besides the mention of money in reference to gambling, there are two other elements of modernity in this early samba song. The first one is an 1 Cabral remarks that "There are those who claim that Pelo Telefone was not really the first samba to ever be recorded, but this is a question that only comes up during the heat of discussions. It cannot be denied that, before Pelo Telefone, other sambas were recorded which were not described as such on the record's seal, while other genres were recorded as samba which were not samba at all, and there were even recorded samba songs that were identified as such. It would not be difficult, then, to choose one of these records as the first samba song ever to be recorded, if Pelo Telefone were not the one to unleash the process by which samba would become the hegemonic music genre of songs recorded in Brazil" (Cabral 1996: 32-33). explicit reference to the telephone -at that time, a symbol of technological progress. The second concerns the numerous controversies surrounding the authorship of Pelo Telefone and the fact that Donga, who was said often to appropriate other peoples' work, had been smart enough to register the song and lyrics in the National Library. That would be equivalent to filing a patent for an invention. At that time, there was not much concern about copyright, and oftentimes musical creation was a collective and anonymous process. 2 In this sense, samba emerged under the sign of money, technology, and the market, at the dawn of an emerging urban-industrial society and of an incipient cultural industry that took its first steps producing records and, from 1923 on, developing the radio.
Samba began to flourish in the twenties and matured during the thirties and forties. Up until the fifties, it was the hegemonic musical genre in Brazil; together with chorinho 3 and marcha carnavalesca 4 , it formed what became known as MPB (Música Popular Brasileira, or Brazilian Popular Music) (Bastos 1995 , Sandroni 2001 , Vianna 1995 , McCann 2004 . This was a time of significant social and economic changes. Slavery, the foundation of Brazil's economy and society for three centuries, had been abolished not too long before (in 1888). Brazil had become a Republic (in 1889), and migration from rural to urban areas was on the rise. During the thirties and forties, urbanization spiked and industrialization gained new breath with the spread of wage labor (Oliven 1988a) . There was growing monetization of social life, as well as a redefinition of gender roles along with a transition from the patriarchal to the nuclear type of family.
All these transformations and their consequences were present in popular music. During the thirties and forties -when an urban-industrial society emerged in Brazil -there was a proliferation of samba songs focusing on three themes that were often inter-related: work, women, and money (Oliven, 1999) . It is on songs from this period that this paper will focus. It analyzes compositions which became classics and, as such, became part of the Brazilian imaginary during the early decades of the twentieth century, when the notion of brasilidade (Brazilianness) came into being (Oliven 1996) . It is for this reason that Brazilian Popular Music is so crucial for the analysis of the Brazilian imaginary. 
Why work?
Until the nineteenth century, manual labor in Brazil was considered a degrading activity, fit only for slaves. The attitude of "aversion to drudging work"
-that is, rejection of work as anything positive -did not fade away with the end of slavery, but persisted well into the twentieth century. Even with the advent of industrialization, wage labor did not provide opportunities for significant social mobility since the social order continued to be marked by rigid class boundaries.
The thirties and forties in particular witnessed a proliferation of songs extolling malandragem -as a world view and survival strategy that rejected formal work. They expressed the refusal of some sectors of the popular classes to submit to the discipline and monotony associated with the world of wage labor (Oliven, 1984 Aversion to work, which is regarded as a source of suffering, and the extolling of malandragem as a lifestyle are quite explicit in this composition.
These themes also appear in the 1931 samba Nem é bom falar (It is better not even to talk about it) by the same musician in partnership with Nílton Bastos, Francisco Alves and Noel Rosa. In it, worried composers fear that "Its better to keep quiet/ in case this life of pleasure comes to an end", assuring us at the same time that "in this life/nobody will make me quit it"
The association between work, women and money appears even more The story told in this samba is driven by a woman. It is she who accuses the narrator of being childish for not wanting to work, and he defends himself on two grounds. First, by arguing that work is useless for the working classes ("My grandpa died in the struggle / And my father, poor man / Was exhausted by toil"). Laziness is put as a hereditary trait manifested since birth -something for which, therefore, he is not responsible ("That's why I was born tired/ And, to be fair,/I declare to those who work/ That my laziness is the way I am/ Inherited from my ancestors.") The second line of defense is in fact a counter-attack, expressed in the accusation that the woman is an insatiable consumer ("Always playing chic") with a predatory character ("I am not a checkbook / For you to get cash") inasmuch as she wishes to gain stability by making her man enter the world of order, represented by wage labor ("You want to secure your peace and quiet / Watching me kill myself at work"). The man also refuses any association between himself and everything that has to do with money ("I am not a savings bank / Which has interest to collect" and "I am not a checkbook" The background for the song is prontidão and the difficulties that stem from it, such as having to work, debts to pay, and so forth. The way out is in the world of dreams. The narrator dreams that he got a lot of money from gambling, and quickly declares that he is no longer going to work. A world of fantasies follows such as a new honeymoon, international trips, living in a hotel, children in a boarding school, brand new furniture, paying off debts, and so forth. From being a mere worker the narrator climbs up the social ladder to become not a member of the bourgeoisie, but a nobleman. All this will be brought about by money. But a lot of money is only possible by hitting the jackpot, and, as discloses in the end, that was all but a dream. The woman is the object of this fantasy: it is to her that the dream will be told, it is she who will become a madame, it is also she who will call him back to reality -that is, to work. The "aversion to drudging work", which characterizes the malandro, runs through the entire composition.
It is worth remarking that one of the composers of Acertei no Milhar, These and other compositions from that period see work as an institution which should be avoided and the incompatibility between the world of work and that of pleasure, where pleasure is almost always associated with women. The female figure is indeed vital, just as it is ambivalent. As a lover, she is a potential source of pleasure but also of sorrow if she leaves her man and makes a fool of him. In the opposite pole, as wife and mother, women are not so much sources of pleasure but of family duties, acting as agents of the reality principle -that is, by symbolizing the need to provide for the home as This image of the woman as a token of order and a reminder of the need for man to join the productive process is also present in These lyrics foreground aversion to work, which is regarded as a burden. They express the (male) pleasure that is only possible by escaping drudging work and opting for malandragem. This is regarded as a caprice which is accessible only to bachelors, since women are imagined to push man towards the monotony of work. However, once the decision is made in favor of pleasure, the solution to the issue of survival is faced in magical terms: "He who lives for samba lives the way he wants / He'll not die of hunger in this city of Rio de Janeiro"). In other words, this is a caprice which cannot be enjoyed by all.
Even the option for work is not without its own problems. Even though this samba song talks about work, the opposition between labor and capital is turned into a conflict between work and pleasure. This opposition not only ignores relations within a class society, but deems it impossible to conciliate the spheres of work and pleasure. This could draw on the idea of a "tropical culture" where principles operating in other lands would not take hold. This view had been identified by Oswald de Andrade in the early twentieth century: according to him, in the tropics, the antipode of the bourgeois would not be the proletarian, but the bohemian.
The lyrics are marked by a firmly productivist decision ("I will go to work"), which situates the narrator at the pole of order. But the entire composition is also pervaded by a view of work as something grievous, alienating and exogenous to man ("Work is a duty / Everyone has to respect this"), rather than as a relation of men among themselves and with nature.
The lyrics also evoke the Biblical myth of the fall. In Eden, man and nature formed a whole; with original sin, induced by Eve, man is condemned to earn his bread through his own sweat. One therefore needs to work, to transform and control nature with the aid of other men. There is in this song a sharp dichotomy between work and pleasure, and it is significant that pleasure is displaced to Sundays -precisely, the only day when man is not supposed to work and therefore to act upon nature. Only then, there would be room for pleasure. Any other day, "to stay" (choose pleasure) would mean to be "harmed".
Powerful women
In the male imaginary as depicted in Brazilian Popular Music, it is the woman who figures as a pivot in the conflict between need (or the obligation to work) and the urge for pleasure. As we have seen, she plays both roles at once. In the first, she stands for the world of order, encapsulated in the family institution, a symbol of the need for the breadwinner to bring home the bread and of the monotony of daily routine. In the opposite pole, as a lover, she is a potential source of pleasure. In this case, however, she is a dangerous persona:
away from the world of order, she may easily abandon man and make of him an otário (fool), the reversal of the malandro. Berlinck suggested the prevalence of three female images in the samba lyrics he analyzed: the "domestic", the "piranha 6 ", and the "oneiric". The first one is the submissive and passive woman, dedicated to the home, a server of her man, and who orders social relations and organizes the daily routine. The second is a woman of easy living, who satisfies her bohemian man but who is also characterized by betrayal and by unsettling social relations. The third one is a non-existent in the real world, a purely romantic invention (Berlinck 1976) . One may argue that these three types, as various facets of the same picture, are in fact conflated in the MPB imaginary (Oliven 1988b The most general aspect highlighted in these classic sambas is the domestic character of the female figures, their submission and passivity. Another trait is also fundamental: the security they represent. They are anchor-women, as well as compass-women, who "settle" men and give them a direction.
This idea is further reinforced by the presence, in both songs, of a clear projection of the motherly figure. Amélia calls the narrator "my son", and Emília performs very motherly tasks: she wakes him up, prepares his coffee like no one else, and so forth.
It is interesting to note how these two exceptional women are absent, possibly dead. They stand for a standard that no longer exists, which conjures up a great void. They are compared with other women, who are never capable of equaling these two mythic figures.
This type of woman, besides being unassuming, provides men with emotional security. Men, on their turn, appear in MPB as needy beings, victims of irreparable loss and in search of a mythic figure to offer them unconditional love, the vital substance (mother's milk?) that secures their very existence. In a 1940 samba by Ataulfo Alves and Roberto Martins, "Woman makes man", the composition and its title suggest that women are the drive behind man's success.
But, if it is woman who makes man, she also has the power to unmake him, and that is where danger lies. She is indeed regarded as very powerful, as the vital substance that animates man so he can accomplish things, so he can be brave in the streets because he is loved at home. By the same token, when she is not there, the energy flow that man needs to pursue his struggle is cut off. She may stand either for the daily routine, the obligation to work, and pleasure. She may be associated both with nature in all its purity and with money in all its filthiness.
That is why among the key themes of samba songs from this period is the fear of being abandoned, betrayal and vengeance, and these are all linked to pleasure, work, and money.
The association between male work and female desertion takes on a clas- The title of this song is an explicit reference Auguste Comte's positivist philosophy, which enjoyed great influence in Brazil from the late nineteenth to the early years of the twentieth century. The narrator accuses the woman of forgetting the positivist motto ("Love as principle, order as basis, and progress as aim") and thus abandoning him.
Life is compared to an uncertain exchange operation, in which the heart, instead of being responsible for love and affect, is equaled to the pound sterling -at that time, the strongest currency in the international financial system. That is why the woman has a heart which behaves like the stock exchange, and becomes so poisonous that her man decides to poison himself.
In this samba, the woman is associated with anti-love, abandonment, money, and finally with poison.
The theme of revenge is also vaguely hinted at through the narrator's suicide, the way he eventually finds to escape his woman's machinations.
Revenge is, by the way, a key topic in sambas from this period. It is the fruit of abandonment and betrayal. If woman makes man, she can also unmake him. Thus we see here a "Delilah complex" in which Samson, after having been betrayed by a woman and blinded by the Philistines, knocked everything down. 
Money, what for?
Samba was born singing about money. As indicated early on in this article, the first verses of the "popular" version of Pelo Telefone allude to money by making a satire of the fact that right in downtown Rio de Janeiro (then the capital of Brazil) people played the roulette without the police doing anything about it.
It is claimed that Sinhô, the "King of Samba", took part in the composition of this song. But even though he is mentioned in the lyrics, he was not registered as one of its authors (Alencar 1981). One of the places where Sinhô used to hang out was the famous house of Aunt Ciata, a woman from the state of Bahia who gathered musicians in Rio de Janeiro during the early twentieth century. Pelo Telefone was written there, and it was also there that Sinhô realized that "composing sambas could bring money, prestige and polemics, three things he greatly enjoyed. (...) His favorite topics were day-today activities and love stories, with a particular stress on money and women, his paramount concerns in real life" (Severiano 1988 ).
Sinhô's exclusion from the authorship of Pelo Telefone might have caused him to withdraw from the group that gathered at Aunt Ciata's house, and sparked the debates he waged with the group of baiano (from Bahia) composers in Rio de Janeiro. In 1918, he released Quem são Eles (Who are they), his first Carnival success. This song triggered a polemic with the group of baiano musicians from Rio de Janeiro. One of the strophes goes like this:
You don't need to ask I won't give it to you I don't have any money But I can steal some
The topic of money appears in this song en passant, in between other issues as if it were something of lesser importance. The narrator lacks money, and in order to get it he will not work (something considered dishonorable) The title condenses the meaning of the song. It affirms the value of love over money, and that the latter cannot accomplish anything without the caresses of a woman. There is a pervading tension in songs of this period that deal with money. On the one hand, everyone knows that, in an increasingly commercialized society such as Brazil's in that period, money is needed to fulfill one's wishes. But since it is difficult for poor men to earn much through manual labor, they express their sour grapes by claiming that affection is much more important than wealth. These compositions from the early twentieth century are marked by the co-presence of an awareness that money is increasingly important, and the belief that affective and magical solutions can minimize scarcity. In this period, moreover, money is increasingly associated with the female figure. She can be either the Emília ou Amélia who do not complain and eventually support the malandro, or the housewife who is always insisting with her husband about the need to bring money home. She 8 Partido alto is a type of improvised samba characterized by the percussive beat of the pandeiro (an instrument played with the palm of the hand). It usually has two parts: a refrão (refrain) sang by a choral formed by the group of persons attending the performance, and the versos (verses) soloed by performers who often compete among themselves. can also be the piranha who pretends to love, but in fact is only interested in money.
A common theme in this period is woman's interest for money and the pressure she puts on man for getting it. The men reply is that they will get some, but that this is less important than all the affection they have to of- The song says that a man should forget affection (because women do not know how to love) and take care of obligations like debts that cannot be paid off with sadness caused by unrequited love. It is not a choice for the financial world. Much to the contrary, the tone of the lyrics is of great sorrow; women are being blamed for pushing men into the ignoble pursuit of filthy lucre.
Instead of disdaining money, the sambista decides to despise the woman who stands for it. Although he affirms he will not be overcome, the tone of the song conveys obvious defeat.
The affection versus money dilemma is something that runs through this entire period. As in the 1920s, several songs from the thirties underscore that love is far more important than money, and that the latter cannot bring happiness. To be rich also entails the risk of losing everything, and thus of suffering. It is better to be poor but happy rather than rich and sad. There is here a clear view that money does not grow on trees, but is a fruit of labor. There is even an allusion to the biblical myth of the fall, when man confronts the need for earning his bread through "his own sweat". Not even the possibility of borrowing from friends guarantees money.
Besides not earning much from labor, money in general tends to disap- The picture is one of disappointment and disillusion. The happiness brought by fulfilling the dream of entering college and all the prestige that this would still bring during the sixties is followed by numerous expenses because college is private. One needs to borrow money, go from work to night classes without dinner, and then endure the long train ride to the city outskirts in order to face one's children and a lot of problems at home. Even commencement, a ritual normally attended by the family, is foreclosed to him due to the lack of money for the gown and the "Doctor's" ring. The song concludes that the poor are indeed wretched, and are not able to move upwards in a country where income is not evenly distributed, public universities are difficult to enter, and private colleges are expensive. The situation here is one of hardship and the character, who descended from malandro (with a positive connotation) to vagabond (negative connotation), has to fend for himself and get some money by resorting to means such as blood donations -after having been a fool and fallen for the lottery scam.
This is an asphyxiating picture, compounded by "Go and give yourself away / Go and ruin yourself / Go and hang yourself ", where one needs to work hard in order to survive. The narrator is addressing a woman whom he asks for forgiveness. He tells her about the economic hardships he has been through: how he has no money and has been buying on credit; even though he works hard, even his interlocutor owes him and won't pay back. There is then a nostalgic element in the verses, which stands in opposition to harsh reality ("If you want to know my name / I am the one who hasn't eaten in a week"). The reason for the request for forgiveness remains, however, unclear. Would it be due to man's inability to fulfill his traditional role as a provider, in a situation where he is This song is a shift in the way of looking at money, towards the loss of previous illusions. As a background, the refrain is constantly repeating that life is quite hard for the working classes. Even though he acknowledges that he may hurt some sensibilities, the narrator prefers to be frank and straightforward ("You may put away the cooking pans / Because today money fell short"). The effect is powerful, because money is directly associated with food. Differently from sambas from previous times, in which the word money was generally avoided, here it is explicitly mentioned. The narrator is a wage worker whose earnings are not enough to provide for the entire month.
So he is forced to come up with alternative ways of getting it. But the methods previously used (to borrow, buy on credit, gamble) no longer work, and he no longer believes in miracles; hence such deep disillusionment. The very title of the song, "You may put away the pans", suggests a retreat, that he is "taking his team off the field", an absence of solutions on the horizon.
Paulinho da Viola is an epigone of classic samba players. He writes sambas at a time when this musical genre no longer prevails in Brazil. In this sense, he may be associated with the closure of an epoch. This was a period which began with composers affirming that money has little value and may be obtained through magical means, and ended with an acknowledgement of its importance and of the enormous difficulties involved in earning it.
The samba songs analyzed in this article were composed as an urbanindustrial society came into being in Brazil and reveal the social imaginary of the time. During this time, large Brazilian cities were the stage for a rearrangement of work relations, the dissemination of wage labor, a redefinition of gender roles, and new forms of family organization. It is not surprising, then, that women, work and money were so closely interwoven in sambas composed at this time. Although the cultural industry was still at its infancy, these compositions achieved enormous success and are still sung with relish to this day. They thus echoed and continue to echo in Brazil's imaginary.
Translated from Portuguese by Leticia Cesarino
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